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The Scorpio New Moon ushers in passionate, intense energy as we move into November, and
this can be a time to do research and solve problems. Mars moves to Leo on the 3rd, and we
can take a creative approach to what we’re doing. With Venus entering Capricorn on the 11th,
we can enjoy focusing on our goals and making important connections.

The Taurus Full Moon urges us to get grounded, especially as Saturn ends its retrograde the same
day. If things have felt limited over the last few months, that can open up again. This comes with
Pluto going back to Aquarius to stay, and we’re fully in the swing of the next chapter.

The Sun enters Sagittarius on the 21st, and we may want more space, open our minds, and focus
on the big picture. This gets thrown off a bit though with Mercury retrograde starting November
25th in Sagittarius, and we may push for too much space, get too defensive, or are impractical.
We need to pick back up old big ideas and try to look at the bright side.

KEY DATES:
NOV 1: SCORPIO NEW MOON

NOV 3: MARS ENTERS LEO

NOV 11: VENUS ENTERS CAPRICORN

NOV 15: TAURUS FULL MOON & SATURN DIRECT IN PISCES

NOV 19: PLUTO ENTERS AQUARIUS

NOV 21: SUN ENTERS SAGITTARIUS

NOV 25: MERCURY RETROGRADE BEGINS IN SAGITTARIUS

about November 2024:



SCORPIO NEW MOON: NOV 1 2024

n e w  m o o n  m a n i f e s t a t i o n

Natal House the New Moon
occurs in & what it rules:

potential scorpio
focuses:

transformation
research & investigation
solutions
intensity & passion
depths
serious matters
mutually-beneficial ventures

Natal Planets in Scorpio & what
they rule:

What New Moon manifestations will you focus on for this New Moon? Brainstorm affirmations,
rituals, and general intuitive thoughts:

Location: 9 degrees 35
minutes



Planetary Events:

Monday: Sun trine Saturn
Saturday: 2nd Quarter Moon in
Aquarius, Venus square Neptune

Discipline is high to start the week, and we can drill down on our
goals and plans. Focus may be lacking over the weekend though,
and it can be a good time for naps. With the 2nd Quarter Moon
in Aquarius on Saturday, we can work on changes that help us
adjust our plans over the next week.

Make a plan for the week! Which of your goals can you give more attention during the week, how can
you get a break over the weekend, and what changes can you get started with:

Week of:
November 4th - 10th 2024



Planetary Events:

Monday: Venus Enters Capricorn
Tuesday: Mercury square Saturn
Wednesday: Sun sextile Ceres
Friday: Saturn Direct, Taurus Full
Moon
Saturday: Sun opposite Uranus

Venus entering Capricorn makes us more responsible in love, and
we can enjoy focusing on our goals. Wwe may lack mental
discipline early in the week though, and need to give our minds a
break. We can get and give support midweek, and maximize our
resources. The Saturn direct on Friday opens up more options,
though it might be slow. The Taurus Full Moon wants us to be
more present, stable, and confident. We may feel restless over the
weekend, and need to work on small changes to control it.

Make a plan for the week! How can you improve responsibility, give support, be more present, and
manage restlessness:

Week of:
November 11th - 17th 2024



Planetary Events:

Monday: Mercury opposite
Jupiter, Sun trine Neptune
Tuesday: Pluto Enters Aquarius
Thursday: Sun Enters Sagittarius,
Sun sextile Pluto
Friday: 4th Quarter Moon in
Virgo, Venus sextile Saturn

Imagination can soar going into the week, and ideas can be huge.
We’re likely not super realistic, and instead focus on the good.
Pluto moves into Aquarius on Tuesday to stay for almost 20 years,
and we’re now well into the new Pluto cycle, a whole new life
cycle, and are moving toward the future. The Sun enters Sagittarius
on Thursday, making us more positive, and we can get to the heart
of matters more easily. We can be responsible in love later in the
week, and enjoy being ambitious. The 4th Quarter Moon in Virgo
on Friday helps with clearing out and finishing up the little things
over the next week.

Make a plan for the week! Which if your ideas can you focus on early in the week, what can you
research, and what can you finish:

Week of:
November 18th - 24th 2024



Planetary Events:

Monday: Mercury Retrograde
Begins in Sagittarius
Wednesday: Sun trine Mars
Friday: Ceres sextile Neptune
Sunday: Sagittarius New Moon

Mercury retrograde kicks off the week, and we may see reversals,
things slow down, and we have to be more mindful of what we say
and how we say it. Energy can be high midweek, and we can make
use of enthusiasm to take the initiative. We can give support to
loved ones later in the week, and can nourish ourselves spiritually.
The Sagittarius New Moon to end the week stimulates the
Mercury retrograde, so it can be a good time to go back to school,
re-learn or re-teach something, reconnect with a mentor, visit
somewhere you’ve been to before, have an important experience
over again, or do some writing or editing.

Make a plan for the week! How can you be more flexible, what can you channel energy into, how can
you nourish yourself, and what can you do to positively use the New Moon:

Week of:
November 25th - December 1st 2024



DETAILS:

M e r c u r y  R e t r o g r a d e
i n  s a g i t t a r i u s

Starts November 25th @ 22 degrees
Sagittarius
Ends December 15th @ 6 degrees Sagittarius
Shadow period: November 7th 2024 -
January 2nd 2025
Inferior Conjunction: December 5th
Extra: Ends sextile Venus & trine Mars

This Mercury retrograde occurs entirely in fire sign Sagittarius, and we can crave more space to do our
own thing. If we feel held back, we can push hard and run fast. This doesn’t usually solve the problem
though, and ends up putting us in a bad position.

We need to work within the limitations and responsibilities we have to get the space we need. There can
be more opportunities available to us this way than we realize, and we can still manage what we need to
without being reckless.

This can also be a time to pick back up old projects, old big ideas, and to reconnect with a mentor. This
is a learning sign, so it can also be a great time to go back to school, re-learn something or re-teach
something.

Sagittarius rules our beliefs, so we can be more defensive with them. We need to make sure we’re
keeping an open mind and have a solid view of the big picture, otherwise we may stick our feet in our
mouths. 

DATES:



Scorpio New Moon
Mini Scopes

A
RI

ES Doing research and getting to the heart of matters can open up more
opportunities for you. The more you uncover, the more you realize
you have available to you already, and you can see how others can be
of help as well. There can be a chance to do something mutually
beneficial.

C
A

N
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ER
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EM
IN

I
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U
RU

S The people in your life can present opportunities to you, or you may
pursue an opportunity that has you working with a partner or working
closely for someone else. You can enjoy being around others and can
be more charming, and this can lead to more options becoming
available to you.

Your productivity can improve, and there can be opportunities for you
to embark on new projects that you're excited about. You can get
attention for work you've already done, and you may want to make
improvements to your daily life. This can also be a good time for
improving health matters.

You can pursue creative projects and ventures, and opportunities can
come your way for projects that you'll enjoy. You can feel connected
to your heart, and this can inspire you and your next steps. This can
also be a good time for romance, and you can be more playful.

V
IR

G
O

LE
O This can be a time to jumpstart a project or plan or pursue an

opportunity to start something from the ground up. You can make sure
the foundation is solid and secure, and that it'll sustain what you want
to build. It can reach heights in about six months, and you can stay
focused.

Your mind can be active, and you can pursue opportunities to do
something with one of your ideas or plans. You can be enthusiastic
about this, excited, and want to take action quickly. Be flexible and
quick on your feet, and keep going with it once you get started to see
it through.



Scorpio New Moon
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

Improving stability and security can be more important to you, so you
can focus on opportunities that help you do that. You may get access
to new resources or improve your finances in some way, and this helps
you feel more confident and in control. Grounding yourself can also
help.

CA
PR
IC
O
RN

SA
G
IT
TA
RI
U
S

SC
O
RP
IO With the New Moon in your sign, you can focus on what you want to

get started for yourself, and this can be an exciting new beginning,
journey, venture, or project. You can make the most of the energy you
have to take the initiative, and you can work on this for the next year.

Doing things on your own may work out best now, and you can
pursue opportunities that allow you to work alone or in the
background. You may want to avoid too much attention, and can do
your best on your own. You can get things finished, and get ready for
the New Moon in your sign next.

Changes can be more important to you now, and you can pursue
opportunities that help you make progress with the changes you want
to make. You can be open to doing things differently and
experimenting, and this may push you outside your comfort zone but
also help with progress.

P
IS
C
ES

A
Q
U
A
RI
U
S There can be opportunities for you to make progress, achieve, or get

recognition for what you've done, and you can make the most of what
you have. If not, this may be a time to set new goals and take
advantage of opportunities to get started on the right path.

Opportunities for new experiences can be prioritized, and you can get
excited by the idea of doing something new because of what it can
teach you. You can also pursue opportunities that allow you to share
the wisdom you have with others, and you can be comfortable with
telling stories.



Mars in Leo
Mini Scopes

A
RI
ES Creativity can be high, and you can focus on creative projects and

hobbies. You can feel motivated to pursue creative ventures, and can
enjoy yourself as you do. You can also work on connecting to your
heart, and can be more romantic, affectionate, and playful. Make time
for what you enjoy most.

C
A
N
C
ER

G
EM

IN
I

TA
U
RU
S Your emotions can drive you to take action and inspire what you do.

This can be helpful if you channel it well, but you can also be drained
at times from what you're feeling at times, so try to avoid letting them
completely control you. You can also work on projects at home or
with family.

Tons of new ideas and plans can come to you, and you can make the
most of mental energy. You can feel driven to take action with one or
more of your ideas or plans, and you can be enthusiastic about this,
excited by the possibilities, and ready to get moving. You can be
flexible and adapt quickly.

You can focus on improving stability and security in your life, and this
can help you feel more confident. You may want to ground yourself,
and this can help you keep going. You might take more time to get
moving, but once you do, you can see it through to the very end.

V
IR
G
O

LE
O Mars in your sign is a great time for energy and drive, and you can

focus on what you want to start for yourself. This can be a time for
new journeys, new projects, and new ventures, and you may focus on
what you start now for the 2 years of your life, though it may not be a
straight line initially. Be enthusiastic and get going.

Energy might be low for now, and you'd rather get time alone to work
on things by yourself without others getting in the way. You may have
more energy alone, and you can sort through things, finish small tasks
and projects, and clear out. Mars will take some time before moving to
your sign, so you can focus on clearing out big things and in big ways.



Mars in Leo
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

Energy and drive can focus on your hopes and dreams for the future,
and you can be willing to step outside of your comfort zone and
experiment to make things happen and make progress. There can be
changes you want to work on, and these can help you leap toward
what you want.

CA
PR
IC
O
RN

SA
G
IT
TA
RI
U
S

SC
O
RP
IO This can be an excellent time for progress, and you can hit your stride,

hit new heights, and succeed with what you've done right. You can
feel good about this, and make good impressions. If not, you may
focus instead on setting new goals and putting together long-term
plans.

New experiences, knowledge, and places can be your focus, and you
can feel driven to go to new places, meet new people, and do new
things. You can be open to expansion in any and all ways, and you
can feel optimistic about life, think big and bright, and are gregarious.

There can be something you need to transform for the better, and this
can bring you more power and control. You can share more of your
resources with others, and this can also empower you. You can also
be more researching, and getting to the heart of matters helps with
transforming and sharing.

P
IS
C
ES

A
Q
U
A
RI
U
S The people in your life can take more attention, and you can feel more

energized when you have a partner. You can be more willing to
commit to others, and can focus on improving your existing
connections. You can be more compromising, fair-minded, and want
more peace.

There can be plenty for you to get done, and you can feel energized
to get tasks, chores, and projects done. You can focus on being more
productive, efficient, and organized, and can streamline and get
detailed. You can also work on improving your overall wellness, and
take care of routine maintenance.



Venus in Capricorn
Mini Scopes

A
RI
ES You can enjoy focusing on your goals and can feel more ambitious.

You might make new connections that will end up helping you make
progress or recognize the work you've already done. In love, you can
be more responsible and may want more traditional romance.

C
A
N
C
ER

G
EM

IN
I

TA
U
RU
S You can enjoy focusing on new experiences and getting out there.

You may want to expand, explore, and have more space to do what
you want. You can be more gregarious with others. In love, you may
want to go on an adventure with loved ones, but may not take
commitment too seriously.

You can enjoy addressing serious matters, and you can do research to
find everything you need in order to solve the problem. You can be
willing to transform and empower yourself. In love, you can strengthen
emotional bonds you have with others, and can take commitment more
seriously.

You can enjoy spending time with other people, and can be more
charming. You can make compromises and be more willing to keep the
peace. You can be good at negotiating and mediating. You can give
support to those you love, and want to feel you have solid
connections.

V
IR
G
O

LE
O You can enjoy taking care of the little things, and getting work done.

You can try being productive, and making the most of the time you
have. You can be detailed and organized. In love, you can pay closer
attention to loved ones, and may take a practical approach to romance.

You can enjoy spending more time doing what you love, making time
for your hobbies, and connecting to your heart. You may not care
much for work, and want to have fun. You can spend more time with
those you love, and you can be more affectionate, playful, and
romantic.



Venus in Capricorn
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

You can enjoy spending time in the places you know best and with
the people who support you emotionally. This can make you feel more
secure and stable. In love, an emotional connection can be more
important to you, and you can prioritize emotional understanding and
support.

CA
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O
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SA
G
IT
TA
RI
U
S

SC
O
RP
IO You can enjoy keeping busy and using your mind. You can be more

expressive and engaging, and you may spend time learning something
new or sharing knowledge you have. In love, a mental connection can
be important to you, and you may prioritize connections where
communication flows.

You can enjoy bringing more stability and security to your life, and you
may want to keep things slow, or as slow as you can. You can focus
on areas that have been chaotic and work to stabilize as best as you
can. In love, you can take your time and appreciate a slow burn.

You can enjoy getting attention from others and focusing on yourself.
You can be more pleasant, charming, and easy to get along with, and
others can enjoy spending time with you. You may want to prioritize
yourself, and give yourself more adoration and a little pampering.

P
IS
C
ES

A
Q
U
A
RI
U
S You can enjoy getting time alone, and may want to spend more time

by yourself tending to what needs to be finished. You can be more
intuitive and compassionate, and when with other people, want to be
more helpful. Try to get extra rest, and don't let yourself be taken
advantage of.

You can enjoy spending time with friends, expanding your social circle,
or focusing on your future. You may work on changes that help you
get closer to your dreams, and you can focus on being more hopeful.
You may work well with a group, but also independently.



Taurus Full Moon
Mini Scopes

A
RI

ES There can be something that makes you feel insecure and uncertain,
and that can be a focus for the Full Moon. You can work on getting to
the heart of it, and once you understand where it comes from, you can
work on making changes that will improve your confidence and
security.
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S The Full Moon in your sign brings more attention to you, and you can
tend to your own wants and needs. If there's anything you've been
ignoring with yourself, you can work on that with the Full Moon. Your
emotions can be strong, and you can focus on taking better care of
yourself.

This Full Moon can be draining for you, especially if you've been
pushing yourself a lot lately. It's a reminder to slow down when you
need to and get rest and recharge regularly. There can be something
you want to let go of, and that can help renew your energy.

If you've been feeling held back and boxed in lately, this Full Moon
can give you the chance to get out. You can break free, and feel more
independent. But, this may be something you need to work on in your
mind as well, and an adjustment in perspective may be needed.

V
IR

G
O

LE
O New heights can be reached with this Full Moon if you've done things

the right way and for the right reasons with one of your goals. You can
hit your stride, achieve in some way, and get recognition. If not, you
may need to get back to the drawing board and revamp your plans.

The desire to get more space can be strong with this Full Moon, and
you can push to get more of it. You may be craving more time to do
what you want, and that can be found even if you don't push too
hard. Work with what you've got, and see how you can get creative
with making room.



Taurus Full Moon
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

There can be something serious and intense for you to focus on with
this Full Moon, and you can get deep into the matter. There might be
something you need to uncover, and this can help you figure out what
the right next step is and how to proceed toward a solution.
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IT
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S

SC
O

RP
IO The people in your life may need more attention, and you can be of

help in any way you can. You can enjoy being of help and getting
more time with others, and this can help you feel more emotionally
stable and secure.You may want to work on bringing more balance to
your life as well.

There can be plenty for you to do with this Full Moon, and you can
work on trying to get as much done as you can. While you can be
productive, you do need to be mindful of pushing too far and burning
yourself out, so try to remember to schedule breaks and get plenty of
rest.

This Full Moon can urge you to connect with your heart, and it might
be a good idea to put aside some time to enjoy yourself and not be so
serious. Spend time on your hobbies or with those you love, and
make time for fun. This can replenish you and help you get more done
later.

P
IS

C
ES

A
Q

U
A

RI
U

S Your emotions can be strong with this Full Moon, and this can help
you figure out what you need to be more stable and secure right now.
Focus on your emotional needs, and give yourself more emotional
comfort and support. Let others give you support as well.

It can be easier for you to express yourself authentically with this Full
Moon, and you can get something off of your chest that you've been
holding in for some time. Choose your words well, and you can feel
heard and understood. Make sure you spend time listening too.



Sun & Mercury Retrograde in Sagittarius
Mini Scopes

A
RI

ES You may feel the desire to push for more space,to have the freedom
to do what you want when you want, thanks to Mercury retrograde,
but you may push too far. Try to work with the responsibilities you
have, and keep others in mind. Find small ways of getting space and
having fun experiences.
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S Something deeply hidden can come to the surface, and it can be
difficult for you to face, but you have to. You need to get to the heart
of the matter, and work on solving it. This likely requires a
transformation of some sort, and once you do that, you can feel more
powerful and in control.

The people in your life might be more demanding than usual, and one
or two of them may require a lot more attention. You can get frustrated
by others easily, but likely need to work on having healthy boundaries
and a mutual flow of help and respect. Improve your connections, and
you can feel more balanced.

There can be lots of little things that come up, and you may feel like
you have too much to deal with. While you can be productive, you
can also push yourself too far and get rundown. Try to avoid taking on
so much, and make sure you're getting plenty of rest and you go
through all your work and chores.

V
IR

G
O

LE
O You may have little interest in anything that feels like work thanks to

Mercury retrograde, so if you can get a break, that would be a good
idea. If you can't, try to bring creativity and joy into the mundane and
practical stuff, otherwise you may not get anything done and have a
mountain of work later.

There can be matters of the home or family that need your attention,
and you may feel emotional and sensitive from dealing with this. Make
sure to take care of your own emotional needs so you don't unravel
too much, and try to stick to your comfort zone for now and avoid
anything too new.



Sun & Mercury Retrograde in Sagittarius
Mini Scopes

LI
B
RA

Your mind can be all over the place thanks to Mercury retrograde, and
it can be difficult for you to get focused. You may be scattered, or you
may be anxious, and you can't focus on anything. Try to give your
mind a beak, and focus on small tasks and projects you can finish
quickly or in one sitting.
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O
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IO You can feel stuck in some way thanks to Mercury retrograde, and you

might become stubborn and inflexible as a result. Try to open your
mind, and be okay with making tiny steps of progress. A little bit adds
up over time, so don't give in to frustrations in the meantime and have
patience.

The Mercury retrograde is in your sign, and this can throw you off in
any and all ways. You can have lots of little things pop up out of
nowhere, and you can get frustrated and overwhelmed. Try to give
yourself a break and don't be too demanding of yourself. Focus this
energy on a second chance.

This Mercury retrograde can drain your energy, especially if you have
to deal with demanding people or projects. Try to give yourself plenty
of time alone to rest and recharge, otherwise you can get overwhelmed
fast and burn out. Use the time alone to reflect and release.

P
IS

C
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A
Q

U
A
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U

S There can be unexpected developments that throw you thanks to
Mercury retrograde, so try to be flexible and quick on your feet. You
may question the future and feel uncertain of what you want, but that's
just insecurity talking. Give it time, and work on small changes for now.

There can be setbacks and delays with your goals thanks to the
Mercury retrograde, and you may feel like you're going in the wrong
direction as a result. Try to assess your long-term plans, and see what
you can tweak. Be practical about it, and let things settle before making
big changes.



Your November 2024 Notes:

Full Moon in Taurus
Make plans for improving stability and security:

Mars in Leo
Make plans for creative ventures:

New Moon in Scorpio
Make plans for transforming

Sun & Mercury Retrograde in Sagittarius
Make plans for getting space and having experiences over again:

Venus in Capricorn
Make plans for your long-term goals:

:



any extra notes:
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